
ACK Wok Range

Diameter Shape Code Price
13" Round 4300 £13.97
14" Round 4305 £16.70

Diameter Shape Code Price
13" Round 4301 £13.36
14" Round 4306 £15.27

The ACK Wok Range is widely available at Chinese grocery 
stores and Oriental supermarkets, please contact us for further 
information and wholesale order details.

'King' Wok
Heavy weight wok range

'Queen' Wok
Light weight wok range

鑊皇

鑊后

Light weight carbon steel round  bottomed woks, suitable for commercial restaurant 
usage and also at home on domestic cookers. Unique patented ACK design featuring a 
curved rim to prevent drips around the outside of the wok. Also a base stabiliser to 
stop the wok slipping forward causing spills on to the cooker surface. Durable 
construction with a reinforced stud welded handle. Easy to clean and hygienic. 

Heavy weight carbon steel round  bottomed woks, suitable for commercial 
restaurant usage and also at home on domestic cookers. Unique patented ACK 
design featuring a curved rim to prevent drips around the outside of the wok. Also a 
base stabiliser to stop the wok slipping forward causing spills on to the cooker 
surface. Durable construction with a reinforced welded handle. Easy to clean and 
hygienic. Hardwood varnished handle that is coated specifically for keeping a 
comfortable grip over longer periods of use. The handle has an ACK brand stamp. 

      Can also be used on ACK induction wok cookers 

Diameter Shape Code Price
13" Round 4302 £37.47
14" Round 4307 £38.90

Diameter Shape Code Price
13" Round 4310 £37.47

'Concubine' Wok
Super light weight  wok range

Induction 'King' Wok
Induction heavy weight  wok range

鑊妃

電磁鑊

Super Lightweight 304 grade stainless steel round  bottomed woks, suitable for 
commercial restaurant usage and also at home on domestic cookers. Ideal for 
cooking dishes with sauces and soups. Unique patented ACK design featuring a 
curved rim to prevent drips around the outside of the wok. Also a base stabiliser to 
stop the wok slipping forward causing spills on to the cooker surface. Durable 
construction with a reinforced welded handle. Easy to clean and hygienic. Hardwood 
varnished handle that is coated specifically for keeping a comfortable grip over longer 
periods of use. The handle has an ACK brand stamp. 

         Not suitable for induction wok cooking 

 

construction with a reinforced stud welded handle. Easy to clean and hygienic. 
Hardwood varnished handle that is coated specifically for keeping a comfortable grip 
over longer periods of use. The handle has an ACK brand stamp. 

          Can also be used on ACK induction wok cookers 

Induction heavy weight carbon steel round  bottomed woks, made specially to use 
with ACK induction cookers, suitable for commercial restaurant usage and also at 
home on domestic cookers. Unique patented ACK design featuring a curved rim to 
prevent drips around the outside of the wok. Also a base stabiliser to stop the wok 
slipping forward causing spills on to the cooker surface. Durable construction with a 
reinforced welded handle. Easy to clean and hygienic. Hardwood varnished handle 
that is coated specifically for keeping a comfortable grip over longer periods of use. 
The handle has an ACK brand stamp. The handle has an ACK brand stamp. 
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